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l/7/90 SANANDAHATONN
Sananda present, Dharma, to respond
to an inquiry regarding inconsistency
in by birthing dates---will the “real”
Sananda stand up, please! Ah yes,
twenty questions; you ones are filled
with questions around which the
world turns. My birthdate is of no
consequence whatsoever but I shall
set the one to rights as regards your
doctrine basics.
In the Journals there will be recognized a discrepancy. In one it gives
all the nice UNIVERSAL symbols
and in another it refers “in your
counting, 22”~--both recognized as
what you call your late summer
month of August (the 8th month). I
actually took residency in a “body” on
8,8,8 B.C.--they didn’t improve the
counting system until you reached
“perfection” in your later centuries
and besides, no one cared much. The
records were not put to any format
other than scraps of scrolls, etc., until
some 300 years after I had come and
gone--lie most people’s bookkeeping---and dates and times were reconstructed as best they could be and altered to suit the occasion.
The census counting was done in the
Holy Lands between the planting
(growing) season and the harvest and
while the weather was propitious for
travel so it was done in August. The
Holy Lands can get most disagreeably
cold in December. Now, for the
dates--if you will stay with the 8th it
is the accurate symbol for many reasons which I shall not attend at this
time.
The 22nd as shown in
“SPIRAL-” is a, forgive me, private
message to one known as Little Crow.
It was on the day of counting of the
cycle of the moon--22 days and also
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signaled the hour of entrance. You
know, this could turn into an entirely
new Journal at which point I (and
you) would lose of your scribe! The
message is important to Wambli Little Crow for he got his most important message of purpose directions at
222 a.m., after Grandfather called
him to the striking of 22 bolts of
lightning on January 5, 1987----HIS
SPIRITUAL NUMBER IN THIS
JOURNEY IS “22”. It is a mode of
communication which, quite frankly,
I am surprised to note you ones
picked u --and I am most pleased indeed. Fpor a world that accepts any
and everything told unto you a difference of 14 or 15 days did not seem so
much. Oh would that you ones would
question the “live physical beings”
about your place with such tedium.
Your government marches forth and
murders untold numbers of most innocent people--gives the young men
medals and marks the death list to a
fragment and then labels it “top secret/national security” and the man in
the street cheers the bully and lynches
the other. I am trying my talent at wit
but it is too filled with irony to be
amusing. Therefore, I shall simply
relinquish the lectern. Thank you for
your inquiry and each who picked up
that discrepancy gains a star. Blessings unto you who have read your
lessons, for if you picked up the difference you of necessity have been
reading the documents. Adonai.
*++
Hatonn to follow, please. I have had
another topic come into my attention
and have neglected to attend it. It is
more important to you than you
might realize.
Asyou move
I into a time when space
1

craft bearing space cadets will become more evident, you must take
care. I did not say be afraid or unfriendly---I said “take care”. Just as
you would (SHOULD) not hop into
an auto with a total stranger---do not
run across the park playground and
hop aboard a space ship if it opens its
doors.
I am going to repeat something
herein that makes the “UFO”
Community hopping mad! It is not as
the stories are filtering through to
you. You are NOT in danger from
any little grey men from space.
You do, however, have uncounted
numbers of craft hovering just at your
atmospheric limits--experiencing, observing-lwaiting for the action. The
show on Earth comes only once in
quite a while: When a planet makes a
massive change or transition it pulls
all who have capability into the settor. There are rather stloange appearing ones from both within your
earth and without. From time to
time they run into problems or simply
land and visit---take earth samples,
etc., for study just as you have from
They do not
moon and Mars.
“snatch” people and run off with
them---they have been known to
“borrow” them for a few hours.
that
the
true
note,
Please
“abductions” (grossly misdefined) always park the entities back in a general location harmless to the individual. It sometimes is not in the exact
spot where the pick-up occurred because that sgot is often swarming
with very hostile police and relatives.
To return to the exact spot would endanger both the ship and the person
involved.
Further--whether or not you might
remember it later--there is always
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permission on the part of the contacted. Even if it appears he or she is
selected out of a group of people at
random. No--not at random--predetermined quite emphatically. You
have no idea how many people stand
in pure loneliness and peer up and
ask to us to show ourselves and “come
visit me”! It is a time of awakening,
brothers, of you who are there on
Earth for a specific purpose at this
given time in history.
I apologize to you who have swallowed the bait and believe there is no
reincarnation. THAT WAS DELIBERATELY REMOVED FROM
YOUR HOLY BOOKS AND WE
WILL COVER IT IN MINUTE DETAILWHENWEWRITETHE
JOURNAL REGARDING WHAT
HAS HAPPENED TO YOUR
CHURCHES. I TAKE NO EXCEPTION TO YOUR CHURCH ORGANIZATIONS EXCEPT THAT
YOU
BE ABLE TO SEE
THE CORRUPTION AND CONTROL EXERTED
THROUGH
THOSE CLUBS. YOU HAK?Z

There are additional craft crewed by
ones who could exist nicely in your
earth atmosphere and you could do
nicely aboard their craft or on their
planet. They are observers and contributors---if needed. They are in
your sector to observe or participate
as is occasioned at the time of need.
Some of these ones are remarkably
without emotion one way or another--let us call them “Specks”. They
work on “reason”, they absolutely
abide by the Universal Laws but are
absent emotional response--I suppose
you call it “compassion”. They are often more curious than other space
aliens for they caMOt relate to you
ones in any manner. To them, you
act totally without any reason at all.
As the time of integration and appearance comes closer there will be
far more interest and attention---and
permissions given for landings, etc
Depending on where the entities
originate, there will be all appearances and many will wear protective
living gear. The ones from Pleiades
will not--UNLESS--YOU ARE UNDER ADVERSE CONDITIONS
ON THE SURFACE---WHICH IS
WORSENING EVERY DAY OF
YOUR EXISTENCE.

Some of the craft contain beings from
the far distant outer reaches of the
cosmos. They have the ability to traverse in thought frequency and/or
time travel which allows them to
travel in capsule time. Boy, this is
harder than I thought--for all I have
to offer in language is Star Trek
Some beings are from laces where
they are useless to eart f: humans as
evacuation craft for the atmosphere
aboard the craft is not suitable to sustain human lifeforms.
When an
evacuation is necessitated it requires
GET UP AND GET OFF--NO
DONNING OF CUTE LITTLE
SPACE SUITS. Therefore, there are
thousands of craft present which
would only observe.

2
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I will give you some instances. If I
were to appear on your lawn I would
immediately give xiame, rank and serial number so to speak. I would
identify and state my origin and purpose. I would first of all tell you that
I come in peace and represent the Divine Service. I would not hedge with
my words nor avoid a direct and instant response.
If Joe Satan shows up he will be most
evasive with you and avoid telling you
his intent until he either convinces
you he is OK or you are already
aboard.

.-.

QUIRES A COSMIC COUNCIL
OVAL AND DECREE.
I can further promise you, that if you
would like to go for a very frightening
ride---just run hop on the first thing
that lands with no questions asked.
Nothing says that you won’t get an
interesting ride and within a reasonable time be brought right back. Further, if you
to remain aboard it
is conceivable that you might be allowed that privilege but I doubt it,
most ships which are of the size to
land do not have facilities for earth
human curious beings. They are
shuttle craft and would provide for
very few of your needs for extended
stay. You can visit the mother ships
but most of you are quite attached to
earth emotionally, at this time especially, and become crybabies---change
your minds and plead to go home.
The ones of you who work with us
and are from us are usually busy with
us every hour of your sleep time.
Dharma, for instance, gets no rest at
all--the eyes close, the circuits are
plugged in and we bring her aboard.
A lot of you---for you are not usually
given to remember---are totally and
physically exhausted after a “good
night’s sleep”; no, you have been
busier than usual, I can most surely
emphasize. Dharma, for instance,
was my co-commander--Commander
Imnu. I have not the time nor present desire to isolate each of you so I
am only using example. If you feel
you are just not really of Earth---you
aren’t. You do have to function as
earth human and are given most of
the same restrictions.
Some of you wl.llknow that you have
abilities beyond the ordinary---it is a
no-no to use them and you also know
that, for discipline, usually requires
that you be returned to point of origin and you would miss the punchline finale.
;
Bunches of you are feeling such a
kindred with ‘aliens” that you are inclined to grasp onto any who land and
visit. That is fine, just don’t run off
with them unless you know what you
are doing.
If evacuation is needed, I will repeat
some things which Ashtar .has already
explained to you. You WilI know
thmgs are in pretty bad shape around
you and many, many craft will blanket
your sky. Transport beams are lo-

-

-.

cated near the midpoint of the underbelly of the craft--they will be shuttle
sized craft, and you will be pinpointed. You are apt to be terrified-you must realize the situation is
critical, calm yourself, do not move
except to get into the light beam--calmly. All children will be lifted off
and meeting arrangements will be
consummated aboard safety craft.
We can both dissolve you and manifest you and yes, right through the
roof and brick walls. We will be short
of time because of atmospheric con-ditions and surface activities---there
is no time to run to the neighborsthat can be sorted later.
Pets, animal life and conscious beings
shall be removed in their order of
domestication and human attachments. This is intentional and compassionate in nature for man attaches
himself to his animal friends in a
most remarkable manner. Even the
most evil of men might very well be
absolutely foolish over a pet. This is
to be admired and proves goodness
even in the most evil but arrangements are allowed for that emotional
linkage if at all possible.
You must understand, however, that
many physical entities will not make
it in physical format. Either they
simply cannot withstand the frequency or choose to simply change
dimension and not bring the body. If
there is no planned return to the
surface or relocation, then probably
the body will simply be shed. Either
way, you will enjoy your trip.
The ones who choose to stay with the
dark brotherhood will be left--we use
no coercion nor force and cannot allow more than 5 to 10 minutes at best
for decisions of last minute variety.
GET YOURSELVES DECIDED
AND PREPARED--NOW!
Don’t waste your time worrying about
your training period unless you are
planning to be evil right up to lift off.
Any who are geared to the rebirthing
of your planet into balance are moving with her frequency-wise and will
be pretty much in the frequency
range--we have been working most
diligently at that task of frequency
matching.
If you are located in a
and your work (for
Teacher and transition)
that area presently-you

hazard zone
the Master
keeps you in
will be pro-

tected or placed according to mission
purpose. You are beam attached
(just like your little silver cord) and
you will be kept in safety. That does
not mean that if you have been instructed to move and you just don’t
think you want to be bothered, etc.,
that you won’t end up pretty battered
and bruised. For instance, we would
probably keep Dharma’s fingers intact but that does not mean she won’t
end up with broken legs if a building
falls on her. We are given very strict
limits when it truly comes to interference. Children, to the age of accountability, are the only unlimited
leeway---at a necessary evacuation-all children are removed.
That does not mean that children will
all be lifted off from danger zones--L.k in an earthquake for instance-that has naught to do with evacuation. There are, however, exceptions
granted in those areas also.
Parents who are in our Command
and who have fragments scattered
about and who have requested attention, are given exception for their accounted ones---i.e.--Dharma might
have grandchildren, children, family
or friends in a given area. If requested----like get on the list----those
ones will be evacuated into safety
We are allowed to
bring them into safety immediately.
If they are of maturity then they are
confronted and given choice of
placement, for we are disallowed further force.
If your ones do not wish to remain
aboard they shall be replaaed You
will need accept that choice, whoever
you are. These are, however, the exceptions for we cannot have our urgent workers distracted as the most
crucial times of all by personal concern. Parents have no greater concern than that of the wellbeing of
their children. Well, it was once that
way and the lack of it in the masses
now is what this transition is all
about.
If you are a bonded worker; with our
Commands, make those arrangements now-doesn’t require much.
Ordy, for insfance, gives me a list
and I move them out--then the de5
sions are allowed but we honor our
promise to him firstl He will know,
then, that his fanulv. etc is in safety
and he can do of his work. If they
choose otherwise-he must accept the
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choice. Children on the list are
tended regardless and kept in safety
until the big sorting day. There are
other exceptions from upstart--if ones
are of evil intent and have no positive
purpose--they shall not be lifted off in
the just mentioned circumstance.
Evil shall not be brought into the
Creator’s realms but He is most good
at discernment and most that appear
quite evil are not. LIKEWISE-ZILLIONS WHO APPEAR QUITE
PURE AND LIGHTED ARE
ACTUALLY MOST EVIL

Well, Dharma, I suppose I have used
up my time and Nikola’s. I am sorry
for I know you have had no time to
visit with your children and grandbabies. The work is so pressing, chela,
that you must simply understand and
in a while we can give you a few days
off to relax and spend being human.
But I shall release you now and perhaps you can share breakfast with
them.
Charles must be attending these new
lessons please, as he must be in synchronized awareness with the other
engineers and researchers who will
work with Nikola. He was not sent
off to Electrical Engineering for a
shabby reason. So be it.
I trust we have responded to the limits of comfort. I realize that it appears I overdo---surely, however, I
can see when the light of understanding goes on and the fear goes
“off”.
I move to monitor and allow you to
go*
Salu,

Hatonn
11211!3CI
HATONN

Beloved D, Hatonn to respond to
your correspondence. Thank you for
patience as Sananda needed the
“secretary”. We discerned that the
information brought forth yesterday
by Sananda will be most helpful on a
widespread basis for we are having
more and more denouncements from
the “orthodox’ “Christian’ churches
as to “whose” truth to believe and
ultimately the choice is to return to
the comfort of the infested traditions.
Ones MUST come into knowledge
that times change and the changes
and sequence of events have run full

cycle---unto cleansing and the Master
Teacher’s return in his Godself,
Sananda. WE understand the confusion and it will begin to clear for you
ones in this “early-late”stage.
The dark brotherhood is fighting for
its existence and that portion shall
worsen; however, the truth is destined
to be brought forth for it holds the
instructions for Divine happenings.
You must, as with all ones, rearrange
the sequence and balance it with the
knowledge that evolution is at hand-there will be no praying it back into
reverse order.
I must tell you, as example, that we
start late this day because we had to
bring ‘Dharmaback into the ability to
function. She, too, feels it hopeless
and gets all but totally hysterical over
the societal deterioration. Beloved
ones---that is your purpose. You
MUST see that which & so that you
can balance against it. You ones of
our contacts must see it first and understand that it will not become OK-it cannot become OK--but you as individuals can be so much better than
OK and by sheer practice of our integration shall flourish. Do you not
see? You MUST flourish and have
abundance and success for man
MUST have the life-ring to see and
cling unto.

RIGHTS.
It is the same with abortion issues.
Ones line up on two opposite sides of
the street and effort at “forcing” the
other to capitulate for or against
murder and “CHANGE THE LAWS
OR WRITE OF NEW ONES”--MAN’S LAWS WILL DO NAUGHT
NO MATTER
HOW MANY
THERE ARE FOR OR AGAINST.
MURDER IS AGAINST GOD AND
CREATION---ABSTINENCE AND
RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR IS
POINT
AND
THEREAL
NOWHERE IS IT EVEN MENTIONED. FURTHER, IF IT IS
MENTIONED--IT WILL NOT BE
CARRIED FORTH ON YOUR
NEWS MEDIA FOR THE POINT
IS TO BURY THE FACTS AND
TRUTH FROM THE VIEW OF
THE MASSES.
All change must come from the single, individual heartplace toward
truth and responsibility----BUT THE
OVERALL SCENARIO SHALL
COMPLETELY
NOT
BE
CHANGED.

This planet shall be cleansed from
both inside and out. It cannot much
longer bear of the negative which
worsens daily. You will not be seeing
of anything but more horrors on the
TV because that is the dark intent-to make all of you so terrified that
you will give up and do anything
asked to stop of it. But you cannot
legislate morality-not in the govemment nor in the churches.
Examples: The Lutheran Church recently ordained a Gay minister and
now, a second one. But, the church
which sanctions heterosexual expression has caused the Gay persons to
vow nonsexual expression in physical
manner (sodomy). The ntce new
priest espouses that ‘sexual eJrpression is a
right regardless of sex”.
Once again there is no mention of
separation of “behavior” vs. “love of
fellow-man”. The subject ti,rnes so
pointed and selected that no one notices that the breaking of commandments is even under consideration-it
is WGH’IS”! The Church govemment is somehow blamed for denying

Yes, precious, I would urge most
humbly that you and G partake of the
hypnosis training at Gil’s for the following reason: The implants and patterns for “death” actions and confusion are planted by the dark brotherhood within the subconscious minds
of man - I will not go into great
length herein. The ‘problems” must
be confronted at the same level of
consciousness wherein the roblem is
established. THEREISN 8 OTHER
WAY!
ONCE Y8U UNDERS’lXNDTHEMECHANISMTHEN
YOU CAN DO SOMETHING To
ALTER THE PATTERNS. SATAN
WILL SHOUT “VILE, EVIL, OF

--_

purpose.

THE DEVIL, HYPNOSIS IS THE
DOWNFALL OF MAN, MURDEROUS, CHEAP AND ON AND
ON” TO DISSUADE ONES FROM
GAINING THE INFORMATION
WHICH STOPS HIM DEAD IN HIS
TRACKS. DHARMA CAN CURE
BULEMIA, ANOREXIA
BEDWETTING AND A ZILLION
OTHER SELF-IMPOSED ILLNESSES IN TWO HOURS OR
LESS AND KEEP THEM CURED
IF ALLOWED ONGOING INPUT.
CANCER, AIDS, OR NAIL-BITING WILL NOT BE “CURED” UNTIL THE CAUSE OF THE DISEASE IS LOCATED AND THE
MIND CLEARED FOR THE ALLOWING
HEALING--RANKLY, I %ND NO OTHER
REPUTABLE RESOURCES FOR
THE TRAINING
WITH INTEGRITY EXCEPT THROUGH
GIL OR HIS TRAINED PERSONNEL WHO MIGHT HAVE
OPENED OTHER
TRAINING
SCHOOLS. TO ONLY LEARN
THE ART OF HYPNOSIS IS
NOTHING---YOU ARE HYPNOTIZED IF YOU MISS A TURNOFF
ON THE FREEWAY BECAUSE
YOU WERE THINKING OF
SOMETHING ELSE. IT IS BECAUSE HYPNOSIS IS
EVIL
THAT MAKES IT WORK---SATAN CANNOT STAND AGAINST
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND
THE SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND
KNOWS TRUTH AND YET II’
WILL ABSORB ANYTHING FED
INTO IT. A GOOD TECHNICIAN
RECOGNIZES THAT A COMPUTER IS ONLY AS GOOD AS
THE DATA WITHIN THE PROGRAMMING--SO
BE IT EXACTLY THE SAME WITH THE
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND.
HEAL MAN, YOU MUST ALL::
HIh4 TO CONFRONT HIS TRUTH
OF CAUSE AND ALLOW HIM TO
HEAL HIMSELF. THERE IS NO
ONE
MEDICATION
WHICH
HEALS-DRUGS, OF ANY KIND,
ARE ONLY TOOLS. YOU CAN
I-IEALWiTI-IWATERIFTHEPATENT BELIEVES HE IS GIVEN
SOMETHING
WHICH
WILL
~cuREHIsAILMENTs.
HEWILL
HEALALLTHEFASTERIFYOU
GIVE HIM WATER WITH SOMETHING IN ITTHAT CAUSES VI!&
IICE OR .PHYSICAL EFFECIS
-Sum AS DIARRHEA AND OR
DIURESIS OR, OR, OR
‘I‘_
.

ously consrdermg formtng a group of
the inside workers on an evening basis just as soon as we come to a lull in
the writing in order to allow a
“school” in which Dharma and Oberli
can train the ones involved with us.
But a hundred and fifty hours out of
their lives at this point is unacceptable when we can wait a bit longer
and “move the mountain” to ones
who cannot “move to the mountain”.
All who will and can take of the
training, I urge you to partake. The
time and inconvenience will be well
repaid for you will never look at life
through the same dark glasses again.
More than that, you will be able to
work with each other and answers to
problems will pour forth like water
from a pure well---you can learn to
know yourself and why you do the
things you do and feel the insecurities
about various hidden circumstances.
The consciousness hides and binds in
darkness the truth held within the
subconscious data banks. So be it, I
have a tendency to overdo the lecture
for I feel so strongly about the subject. Until we touch the subconscious
we touch very little on the surface
Beloved one, “purpose” is rarely present in the consciousness for that is
the blight of being human. “Purpose”
is that which evolves finally into the
light of day and when you can allow,
by the sharing of youself, the gift of
another to express growth through
the sharing-you are fu@Iling the
greatest of all “Purpose”. And yes,
there is time--God gives us that which
we need to fulfill His plan and awakening a sleeping people. You see, it
is only His people which shall
awaken-so be it for this is the placement of Satan and relatively few ac
tually wish to belong to God. That is
another hard fact for you ones who
wish to give light unto a&-they will
not hear of yottr cry. It is not meant
that they shall hear of your call for
they have come forth, in opposite

There will be ones within your family
units who are destined to the purpose
of darkness and they will effort at
pulling you down. You can already
see it in movement in ones around
you--ones you care greatly about and
yet, you CaMOt act FOR them and
you have no right to do other than
tell them of your truth and allow
them to go in their own path--but you
do not need follow of them into darkness-that is not “love”, that is destruction. All ones shall be called
upon to make hard choices indeed
and beware of those who offer all the
solutions unto you on a silvered plate
for the frills against truth are tempting indeed -- the only thing wrong is
that it never bears its “described
fruit. Satan promises and draws
wondrous pictures but never produces the joy, peace and happiness he
promises. In other words, you may be
gifted with his gifts of clever manipulation and end up owning the entire
of the world and yet you will look at
your possession and realize thy heart
and soul is as empty as the bank account is full.
Even that does not mean that lack of
abundance is a wondrous way to go--it is not. Abundance is necessary in
order to fulfill our tasks and God IS
abundance---you can have both
physical abundance and peace, happiness and growth within God. ‘Tis
Satan that tells you otherwise. What
you give unto God he creates unlimited return on your investment-unMost people, however,
limited!
thwart the plan by “investing” in an
orthodox church program for the re
turn in increased measure. The heart
must be willing to give as with no return expected or desired and then in
total truth is the abundance poured
forth--like insurance, you have to
buy it when you have no need of it.
One must purchase the insurance of
abundant return with the acceptance
of poverty within the heartplace to
hold of that insurance policy? Satan
usually wins and makes sure not very
many purchase that insurance policy
so on that day of reckoning he has all
the people helpl&s and without their
insurance policy bought. God never
tells one what the cost of that policy
might be-it is a rather floating scale
indeed. It might be most hefty for
Donald ‘Dump and quite ‘free. of
cost to one ‘without”. So be it for
there are very few “shortcuts” to God

and physical peace.
Satan will
promise you all sorts of short-cuts including “Jesus died and you are immediately saved if you believe he died
for you”--that is the biggest lie of all
and the short-cut will aCtUally cost
you the arrival at the desired destination. Poverty of the soul is indeed the
worst of all poverty.
Satan will effort to convince you that
if you go in service to God that you
will be caused to live in poverty and
have naught of the physical wonders-God has allowed creation of the
wondrous things and His desire is
that his people have them---all the
beauteous and wondrous “things”---it
is lacking in true God-tress to not
have of them if the choice is yours.
The mass of man must come to know
that you can have God-tress and
abundance---gleaned with integrity--it is most necessary indeed. Man
must not be allowed to believe that to
believe in the Christed path only
leads to poverty in the gutter. He
must be made aware that he can have
it all within the Laws of God and The
Creation. Further, man must feel
within self that he has earned that
which he receives for that is his only
balance in self-esteem.
Rewards
come in as many forms as does man.
Please allow M G to see this document. If it helps, simply blacken out
the names. I desire her to know that
we know of the truth of the situation.
I want her to further understand that
we are greatly indebted to Bob for
that which he gave to us---an opportunity to state truth. If he can “hear”
and see the truth, he has given us a
most remarkable audience-controversy causes more spread of the truth
than does simply dispersing it at
random.
This is another incident wherein one
cannot discern the contract of another individual no matter how close
the relationship might be. She must
rise above and beyond the obvious
which confronts her. There will be
great effort to cause her to follow in
the darkness---when that fails and she
simply stands firm he shall have to
make a decision to either come into
the lighted way or expect failure. I
tell you something which will sound
like a contradiction for evil projectors
of half-truths have done so well financially up until now-that day is
over! The works of God and truth
shall henceforth prevail--Bill Cooper

is an excellent example--God will not
counter the lies at every turn and
there will be many, many turns as Evil
selects the barriers along the roadway. We shall henceforth march right
through them and move right into
abundance and light.
T IS THE TRUTH OF THE WORD
WHICH SHALL CHANGE OF
MAN--NO MORE AND NO LESS.
GOD IS THE WORD AND
THEREFORE IT CANNOT FAIL
NO MATTER HOW IT MIGHT
APPEAR AT INTERVALS. EVIL
WAS GIVEN FIRST CHANCE
ANDNOWITMAKESOURJOB
EASIER---MAN CAN SEE THE
DIFFERENCE---IT SIMPLY HAS
NOT HAPPENED AS EVIL HAS
PROJECTED IT FROM THE DAY
SPECIFIED
FOR
QUAKES TO THE LEE
UFO’S. THE MEASURE OF A
PROPHET IS TRULY THE ONE
GIVEN IN DANIEL---DO THE
PROPHECIES COME TO PASS?
A SMALL PERCENTAGE DOES
NOT A GOOD PROPHET MAKE--100%. THAT IS WHY IT IS SO
FOOLISH TO GIVE CERTAIN
DATES AND TIMES OVER
WHICH CONTROL AND PERCEPTION CAN BE ALTERED
ONE
SIDE AGAINST
THE
OTHER. IF SATAN SAYS THE
SAN ANDREAS FAULT SHALL
GO ON THURSDAY AT 3:00 P.M.,

I refer you to yesterday’s writing of
Sananda from Matthew---when the
signs are all about you, then you shall
know the time is near---but you will
not be given specific time nor place--ye shall either be prepared or ye shall
not. However, even the orthodox
speculators who work in the direct
lineage of Satan know and project the
prophecies of the ages to be unfolding right now!
As in M’s case, to quarrel will only
cause a harder and higher wall of defense to be built between them and
always ones must be left a manner of
changing with dignity. The rest of
you-including M, can take these actions as confirmation of your truth
for I repeat “dead dogs don’t get
kicked”. The anger and denial comes
from the impact of truth upon a set-

a

ting. It is not that B, for instance, is
evil and intends to perpetrate lies
upon unsuspecting persons---he believes himself to be right. Oh dear
ones, these people believe the lie to
be truth.
Bill Cooper, for instance, is quite
honorable in his belief---he believes
himself to be telling the truth and it is
you he believes are being led of Satan---DO YOU NOT SEE THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF IT?
Ones like George Bush believe that
that which they do is in the best interest of the people---he is not deliberately out to destroy his nation and
peoples--HE BELIEVES IT TO BE
THE PROPER WAY TO GO! BUT
SATAN MUST GIVE AWAY HIS
LIE EVENTUALLY---IT
HAPPENED WITH JOHN KENNEDY.
Kennedy saw the lie of it all and yet,
the minute he efforted at changing of
actions he was annihilated.
The
change cannot be so blatant and must
come up from the people to the surface. One man who has been a part
of the plan cannot change and do it.
This does not mean that these ones
stop playing it for their own advantage---it simply means that they truly
believe that that which they do is
perfectly correct. You cannot convince a man who sees the sky as
green, that it is blue for you cannot
have a basis for decision. You can
have everyone “vote” that the sky is
blue but to the man who sees it as
green it makes not one iota of difference---he has simply been “outvoted’.
This is why we are cause&ito repeat
and repeat and point up the problems
for unless ones can see of the problems there is no hope for tiable solutions or change.
In the recent Senate subcommittee
hearings by the “Council of Foreign
Relations” headed by Joseph Biden
he interrogated the second highest
persons in Colombia, Peru and Bolivia. The subject was drug-wars, of
course, and weapons used therein and
chemicals used to process the cocaine, etc THE CHEMICALS ARE
&
SHIBPED
FROM
THE
UNITED STATES, EITHER DIRECTLY OR THROUGH OTHER
IATIN COUNTRIES ASCOVER.
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THEY REACH THE DRUG CARTELS THROUGH THE SAME
ROUTES-EITHER
DIRECTLY
OR INDIRECI’LY. MOST HAVE
BEEN SHIPPED IN AT THE
“CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT
LEVELS OF NATIONAL HEADS
OF GOVERNMENTS”! Mr. Biden
claimed he found that very hard to
believe--so be it.
D, there is nothing more that you can
doforonessuchasMexceptkeepthe
lines of communications open and
continue to allow her to have as much
information as you can flood her with
for even if B will not partake, it will
give her support in knowledge that
we know exactly how it is and will
give her stability and a foundation
upon which to stand. Make sure, for
instance, that she is made privy to the
Lear letter--ones need specific confirmation of truth in discrepant perceptions.
I must point out that we will lose a
few rounds also on grounds which
have no basis or evidence--you ones
must not be deterred by such---there
will be no errors at high levels of
projections and you shall have your
private confirmations through ones
like Meek and Lear, etc. It will seem
small indeed at times as the verbage
is vile and widespread--just one letter
such as the young man wrote on the
yesterday is very debilitating to
Dharma and she wishes to stop her
work These are, however, the very
pieces of information which can do us
the very most positive good. WE
NEVER ATTACK ON A PERSONAL
BASIS
BUT
ON
MISINFORMATION AND AL
LOWANCE FOR UNDERSTANDDIRECT CONFRONTAi%% IN LIKE MANNER OF THE
ATTACK ONLY CAUSES SET
IDEAS TO BECOME TOTALLY
UNBENDING. THIS DOES NOT
MEAN THE LIE SHOULD BE
ALLOWED SUSTENANCE IF A
MAN CAN SEE
OF
HIS
MISCONCEPTION THE DOOR IS
ALWAYS OPEN--IF NOT, HE
MUST BE
ALLOWED
TO
TRAVEL IN HIS OWN EXPERIENCE--HE DOES NOT, HOWEVER, HAVE THE RIGHT TO
PULL ANOTHER
INTO HIS
TRAP. THE LIE WILL USUALLY
PRESENT lTSELF FOR THAT
WHICHITIS.
SEE AS WlTH THE DOC, YOU
HAVE GAINED A BELOVED

WE DO NOT
ADVERSARY, FOR INSTANCE;
WE WOULD JOYOUSLY WELCOME HIM WITHIN AS FRIEND-EVENIFlTBEAYEARFROM
NOW, OR TWO OR ??
It is as the ones C & D-P. Love them
andallowhimtofindofhisway.
Itis
a most typical picture indeed---it will
begin by denouncement on a small
point, then refusal to review the
material on any pretense whatsoever
and then final and emphatic denouncement of all the material under
question---you see, either our material is correct or all of it is invalid. If
some of it were valid and some invalid it would have to have been given
in differing time segments--which is
exactly why we did it the way we did.
If the truth of Sananda in
is wrong then there can
not be much credibility to SPACEGATE for if Dharma would allow
one dark energy through, she would
allow many---OR NONE! We have
delrberately sprinkled a myriad of
subjects of such large magnitude that
she must remove any doubts as to
source from her own consciousness-SHE COULD NOT HAVE PHYSICALLY DONE THE WORK AND
RESEARCH EVEN TO GIVING
NAUGHT BUT LIES.
SHE
WOULD NOT HAVE KNOWN
THE RESOURCES WHEREBY
SHE COULD EVEN “COPY THE
WORK. First we had to prove truth
unto her and still she longs for tangible roof and a letter or statement of
con lml ation is like water to a man
dying of thirst. Yes we can make misstatements and errors in print or perception---but you will find no deviation in concept. I am as with any human, I might very well slip and give
you wrong initials for one who is actually another---there is no perfection
on these levels of existence, but there
will be no errors in life concept or
relationships within the order of
Gods Laws, The Creation and that
planet Earth.
This is why, when one picks upon a
typographical “error” to disclaim a
work--rejoice for you have just
proved your truth. You see, E
MANUEL stood on the truth of the
book--all that could be used for stone
throwing was a “word processor” discrepancy; Of course Sananda knew
the difference hut you
I would not have
I.

gleaned your confirmation. Dharma
has had great difficulty in speaking
truth that presents a grossly differing
disclosure such as Jesus not being a
proper label to Jesus not dying on the
CTOSS.
These are very important
points of difference in theology. The
overall difference makes no difference in actuality but there is immediate separation of opinions as to truth.
The orthodox doctrines will simply
toss it aside as quackery until such
time as man speaks up and demands
truth and by then it will be too late to
stop of it. Until all of you come into
understanding you are somewhat
forced to move with us in trust and
faith--but we never want you to do so
like idiot lambs who do not question
and discern. WE can see the value of
releasing a book now vs. next month,
etc., simply because our overview of
probabilities is a bit better qualified--that does not mean that probabilities
cannot be incorrect---you ones must
grant us the allowance of non-exact
readings of probabilities. As long as
there is “possibility” of change your
probabilities can be impacted.
Unfortunately there are Cosmic
ground-rules for this game being
played out herein. It will be played
out as laid forth for that simply is the
way it is. You see, in the ending none
loses or wins--Satan shall also claim
victory for he shall carry myriads of
souls into his dark dens. The light
shall prevail ultimately but it is actually a time of separation, graduation,
and sorting for the cleansing and re
claiming of a planet and allowance of
a new game to begin If you look at it
otherwise you shall be overwhelmed
and immobilized--we do that which
we can--together and we move as if
there were unlimited “time” with one
exception--we must keep moving and
sometimes lack of deadlines causes
workers to sit and become dead. If all
ends tomorrow or this afternoon--so
it ends and we will be exactly as far on
our path as we need be---if it ends in
500 years, we will have pulled it off in
total perfection---if it ends in 10 years
we will have proved that a species can
survive. We doRhat which we can in
proper sequence and work as if we
have at least 10 years but accept what
comes if it ends tomorrow. You simply cannot spend time in severe
quandary as to whether or not there
will be enough “time” to get it done-you will not be given to know and
therefore we work as if there is

naught but time available unto us.
You see, in my own sector--I have no
real concept of time or space and
must adjust my processes to meet
your needs. Time as such has no
meaning and sequence simply IS!
Therefore if the illusion or play
changes or ends, so be it--for it simply
IS. I know that it is not so simple for
you ones to understand and therefore
it stretches your brothers out here to
meet that restriction and thereby
both of us grow.
I will allow you a bit more personal
insight, little D, regarding your awakening speed and understanding vs.
G’s. It was most necessary to determine whether or not G would move
on or stop in his work to accommodate to your negative input. He loves
you greatly and it is a very hard thing
to perceive that one may lose a most
important thing if he per-sues his
path. It is not negative in that you
did not see of it for several reasons
which I might point out one or so. If
the dark brotherhood could stop G
they would have won a tremendously
important round in stopping of the
publication of the work and the best
place to impact to accomplish that
stoppage was through you---we allowed that to continue for if our
workers are wishy-washy and change
with the tides we will not get our task
done. It was effectively stopped at
Sedona, although it was never intended the work would be brought
through that route--there are other
things at play in that scenario which
are not yet to be publicized. It is hard
on all involved but the results are
stable and well founded--we have to
find out who will stand with us and
who will fold in the first wind. We
hold a species of man at stake--a
species who is hostage to the devil-let’s call it Original Hostage--Human.
One must be very careful and sure
when you go in to free hostages in order to insure safety of the innocent
bystanders and the hostages. This
game is very little in difference. How
do we free the hostage and keep the
bystanders in safety and bring them
along into safety, also? Let us say the
building is burning and you have
hostages and onlookers within---how
do we get them out of the building or
put out the fire?--most tedious indeed. You see, Satan revels in the
fire and rejoices as the fire gets each
one. He somehow forgets to tell his
servants that fire kills the body and an
eternal hot-foot is most uncomfort-

able in the astral planes. Have you
ever taken note of how worthless a
magnificent suit is upon the body of a
murdered man? The movies like to
end a picture with the dead man lying
among his scattered pieces of gold
and he couldn’t quite reach them to
take them along with him. Somehow
it isn’t such a bad message.
It isn’t just money, either. There is
one very close to home to ones of
you, wherein a wondrous person had
been always overweight. At retirement time she had reached her ideal
weight and had not even worn some
of her new wardrobe and was snuffed
out in an accident on the third day of
retirement travel. Half the loved
ones wept over the loss of the joy of
experiencing success in a simple matter of fat. But these are things of the
human experience--these ARE THE
LESSONS and the sadness and the
joy. And the truth that, as the cycles
have been, there is inevitable death of
the physical in some number of years
rarely to exceed say, 90--usually less.
And yet, the evil will somehow lure
you into the trap of physical gathering up as if you will never depart the
physical---yet all the desire to remain
forever in the physical makes not a
hair of difference---ultimately the
physical is useless. And yet, still the
human remains hostage to the lie.
If man could only move through life
without attachments of soul unto
these things, i.e., move and experience the abundance for that which it
is toward enjoyment, fulfillment and
remain unattached unto it---he can
have it all--the joy of the experience
and the fulfillment at the time of separation from it. This is further perpetuated by wills and ‘estates for the
remaining ones---poo, let them have
the joy of earning their own and
growing beyond the bondage therefrom. A good theory is get lots, use
lots and joyously leave lots. If you
can detach from “things”, the battle is
won--and that, dear friends, includes
persons. Nothing is lost from a wondrous soul relationship except for
perhaps a few brief hours of partial
separation. Ones who truly understand never even experience partial
separation.

side and has been allowed specifically
to be the one who will retrieve
Gabriel. Ah, how wondrous if ALL
could understand.
Dharma, let us take a rest break and
then later we shall respond to G.
Thank you, chela, for I appreciate
your willingness for yesterday was
most debilitating---don’t concern
about the Journal as these things are
as important as the Journals. Who
knows, if we can get some of these
dear ones through the training, we
might just get you a helper receiver.
So be it and salu.
Hatonn to stand-by.
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I would hope that some day you have
time to query Gabriel Green about
his relattonship with his departed
wife, Helen. As a matter of fact Helen is a craft commander over on this
8
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